[Selective use of the Eight-Word subtest in psychogeriatrics].
Performance on the Amsterdam Dementia Screening Test (ADS) and the Expanded Mental Control Test (EMCT) was examined in a consecutive sample of 204 attendants of a psychogeriatric day care department. The ADS has six subtests: picture recognition, orientation, drawing alternating sequences, category fluency, copying geometric figures, and free recall with immediate yes-no recognition of eight words. As was determined by logistic regression analysis, attentional control (EMCT), category fluency and picture recognition scores were significant predictors of verbal free recall. Recognition memory for pictures and a short orientation questionnaire (month, year, place) predicted word recognition performance. In 97% of the subjects with poor scores on EMCT and category fluency, an equally poor free recall performance was found. In those cases the incremental diagnostic value of the free recall test is doubtful. Since word recall and word recognition were conceptually related to working memory and episodic memory respectively, the two components of the verbal learning test allow detection of differential impairments of these memory systems.